The impact of organic inhibitors of the hyperpolarization activated current (Ih) on the electroretinogram (ERG) of rodents.
We have compared the effect of two distinct Ih inhibitors on the temporal properties of the ERG response that, as previously shown, correlates well with the HCN activation in rods. The present results confirm the notion that cilobradine is more effective than zatebradine in inducing bradycardia. Importantly, the doses of cilobradine that reduce the heart rate to values comparable to, or lower than, those obtained with higher doses of zatebradine have little effect on the frequency response of the ERG. While more potent than zatebradine in its bradycardic action, cilobradine appears comparatively less effective on the visual response. A possible explanation is that the affinity of cilobradine for the HCN channels in the heart is higher than that for the HCN channels of retinal neurons.